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    Sign up

    This product is not available anymore, but it will be back again in a few days. You can sign up
to the waiting list in order to reserve your product now and be sure not ot miss the next chance
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    You have been added to the list

    You will receive an email when the product will be available again, we will keep your product
booked for 24hours after the email is sent
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			Kaufen
            134.34€
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				Wir versenden Morgenkostenlos.
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Beautifully

performing
the tech features you need, with the style you want





[image: Shutterproof icon]
Shatterproof
Frames and lenses meant to resist to your life


[image: Nylon icon]
Nylon lenses by Zeiss
Super light and extremely durable with an amazing optical clarity


[image: Mazuchelli acetate frame icon]
Mazzuchelli acetate
Sourced from cotton it’s gentle on your skin and long lasting


[image: Complete set icon]
All you need
Hard case, maintenance and cleaning kit included in the box




Packed with features
 [image: Image of the Out Of Brera acetate sunglasses during a sport day]
Not your regular lenses




Ri-Pel
Zeiss Nylon lenses provide a crisp and clear vision, so you won’t miss anything of the beauty of the world. But don’t take our word for it! Once upon a time there was a guy named Ernst Abbe, that created a method to see “how well you can see” through a material. The higher the number is, the better. To give you an idea, polycarbonate has an Abbe number of 30, while Nylon has 52...



Abbe 52
Not only extremely light and crystal clear, they come equipped with the exclusive Ri-Pel treatment by Zeiss. It’s a hydrophobic and oleophobic treatment that allows water and dirt to slip off the lenses. So you’ll always have cleaner lenses, which means you’ll be able to concentrate on the panorama in front of you and not on the fingerprint you have on the right lens




[image: Image of the Out Of Riva acetate sunglasses during a climbing session]
Not your regular lenses




Hand polished
The work of expert hands that know how to work with the material and all the excellence of hundreds of years of Italian craftsmanship heritage enclosed in products that are unique for quality and details.



Mazzucchelli acetate
Since 1849 Mazzucchelli has produced cellulose acetate, a premium material used on the best sunglasses and eyeglasses frames, meant to accompany you in your adventures for a lifetime. Acetate is a material derived from cotton: it’s gentle on the skin and improves over time adapting its shape to the owner’s face providing a unique fit and comfort.





Life proof
You bet, because we know what it’s like. To us, lifestyle sunglasses must be as durable and as protective as our heavyduty sporty ones, because sport is embodied in our souls and we never stop moving.
This sunnies will be fine even if you stomp on them, sit on them, ride on them, so whether you’re doing, from hiking to surng from climbing to riding your bike, you’ll be good to go.


 

Give back
To us, sunglasses aren’t a big deal, but what if we told you that your used pair of sunnies can make a whole lot of difference for someone less fortunate?




How it works

[image: Sunglasses icon]
Get your sunnies
Choose any of our sunglasses


[image: Icon of a packed sunglasses]
Ship your old pair back
You’ll find a pre-paid shipping label right in the box


[image: Discount icon]
Enjoy the cashback
We’ll automatically send a 10% of your original oder back




And that’s when we come into play, beacause we have partnered up with Shades Of Love, an ONG that distributes sunglasses to high altitude ares like the Himalaya or the Andes.
In these places the constant exposure to UV rays gets 80% of the population suffer from eye diseases, but with these simple steps you can help us make a difference. Learn more




			Product specifications



Lens: Smoke

	[image: ]neutral smoke lens, unaltered vision with average protection
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	[image: ]Ideal for: variable weather or sunny days






Features

	[image: ]Nylon Zeiss lenses
	[image: ]Mazzuchelli acetate frame
	[image: ]Made in Italia
	[image: ]Hidrophobic oleaphobic treatment
	[image: ]Antiscratch treatment
	[image: ]Customizable fitting
	[image: ]Zeiss cleaner included
	[image: ]Screwdriver included
	[image: ]Measurements: 46□23-145:
	[image: ]Weight: 33.4g



			



  


  
	Das Produkt wurde in den Warenkorb gelegt

	
		Promo-Code

		
			
		

	

	
		1 Handmade Brera Turtle with Smoke lens

		134.34€
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